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Software and services,
tailored to your business.
Koderly News, Products, and Services

Qucate
You can now request a demo of our
test management platform via our
website, so that we can help you
make the most of your 30-day free
trial.
Register your interest >
Follow Qucate on Twitter >

Bespoke software
development
We've been developing bespoke
software solutions for market-leading
brands for over 20 years.
Enquire now and we'll automate and
streamline your unique processes to
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give you a competitive advantage.
Find out more >

Travel Technology News

Microsoft on the trends
and tech shaping travel
Travel companies are looking to
technologies such as artificial
intelligence and data analytics to
help them navigate the fast pace of
change and improve services to
customers.
Read more >

Travel app bookings up
16% as consumers
embrace digital
solutions
Bookings made via travel apps were
up 16% in the second quarter of
2022, indicating a strong desire to
travel and use digital tools among
consumers.
Read more >

General Technology News

Amazon RDS
Performance Insights
now supports displaying
top 25 SQL queries
On 13 September, AWS increased
the top SQL queries displayed in
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Amazon RDS Performance Insights
from 10 to 25.
As part of our RDBA services, we
use Amazon RDS Performance
insights to measure database
performance.
Read more >

Five years of data show
that SSDs are more
reliable than HDDs over
the long haul
Backup and cloud storage company
Backblaze has published data
comparing the long-term reliability of
solid-state storage drives and
traditional spinning hard drives in its
data centre.
Read more >

Recent Blogs

What is cloud testing?
Do you ever wonder how businesses
test that their cloud computing
services are working as expected, or
how they test their cloud-native
applications, for example, our new
test management platform, Qucate?
This process is called cloud testing.
Read More >

What is retesting in
software testing?
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Sometimes software changes
require multiple rounds of testing,
and we often refer to this process as
“retesting”, especially if the retest
relates to a particular bug fix.
Read More >

Community

Nominations open for
the Made in Manchester
Awards 2022
The Made in Manchester Awards,
brought to you by Future-pro
celebrates the brightest and best of
Manchester's young business talent
across 17 categories.
We're still celebrating our Technical
Analyst, Keiran, winning apprentice
of the year in 2021.
Find out more >
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